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On the Sonerai 1, the lower longeron sweeps upward from the spar box vertical parallel tubes to the firewall at a

fairly steep angle. On John's prototype and the early Sonerais the gear, If bolted directly at this angle, made the

ground handling a bit more sensitive, as there was more weight shifted back, causing the tailwheel to have a higher

percentage of weight on it than desired. It also caused the underside of the gear to create flat plate drag. Almost immediately, John

issued a correction sheet to the plans, with a wedge design made of aluminum, which bolted between the gear and the longeron, to

let the gear trail cleaner, and put the leading edge 90 degrees to the upper longeron.

I took it a step further, as I noticed that the Sonerai 1 was still more difficult to control on landing rollout than a Cassutt or similar

midget. During the first re-build of #77 in the late 1980s, I took the gear off, turned it around BACKWARDS, and bolted it back on. This

did a couple of things. It slightly raised the angle of attack, and moved the axle centerline, and therefore, the tire contact point, back

almost an inch. This made the landings slower, and the rollout easier, by moving the 'ground' C.G. farther foreward, or, less weight on

the tailwheel.

This may or may not work on a Sonerai 2, but I really recommend it to anyone with a Sonerai 1. The only drawback I remember is that

you can really get the tail up quickly on takeoff, and that's not always a good idea with a Sonerai, as the elevator is working long

before the rudder is, and some unplanned turns on takeoff may result. I always kept the stick neutral or back till I had about 40 mph

minimum on the roll.
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